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Introduction.

The theory of relative motion as developed in this paper originated in a me-

moir by E. Bour in 1863.f It deals mainly with the so-called " second form "

of differential equations of Lagrange and with the canonical system of differ-

ential equations of Hamilton-Jacobi.    Bour, very modestly, claimed no dis-

* Presented to the Society at the Columbus meeting, August 25, 1899.    Received for publica-

tion September 23, 1899.

tJournal de Liouville, ser. 2, vol. 8.
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covery. " There is no theory of relative motion, properly speaking," he remarks

in the introduction to his memoir, and, in a certain sense, this is true as I have

shown in the course of this paper (See chap. X, §1). Nevertheless, Bour's

memoir was followed by several important applications, and the differential

equations established by him for relative motion have been used since with great

advantage. In this connection the memoir : Sur Vapplication de la méthode

de Lagrange a divers problèmes de mouvement relatif,* by Ph. Gilbert, and

the dissertation : Over de bettrekJcelijke Beweging f by Kamerlingh-Onnes

require special mention. The first is given over entirely to applications of

Lagrange's equations, as the title clearly indicates. The second is an applica-

tion of the canonical system of equations of Hamilton-Jacobi. But Kamer-

lingh-Onnes' paper is not restricted to applications. The author first gener-

alizes Bour"s equations by assuming that the equations of constraint may

involve the time explicitly. To Kamerlingh-Onnes we also owe the first

general expression of what I have called the perturbative function of convective

motion in the subsequent pages.

The first part of my paper deals only with the theory of relative motion.

The differential equations are derived from one fundamental principle embodied

in the so-called " theorem of Coriolis." This enables us not only to write

down the differential equations of relative motion immediately from the corre-

sponding equations of absolute motion, but to obtain equations as general as

those known for absolute motion. When the forces have a potential function

my equations reduce to those of Kamerlingh-Onnes. When, moreover, the

constraints do not involve the time explicitly, they reduce to the equations of

Bour (Chapters I and II).

These equations are afterwards derived in a different way (Chapter X) and

the connection between the two methods is brought forth (Chapter XI). At

the same time Schering's generalized notion of a force function is obtained

and it is shown how this generalization may serve the theory of relative motion.

In Chapter III the notion of perturbations is introduced into the theory of

relative motion, convective motion (or, what is commonly known as " space

motion ") being the disturbing factor. The perturbative function so obtained is

the sum of three terms, only two of which had been well defined by Bour and

Kamerlingh-Onnes, namely, the functions K and L ; the form and mechanical

significance of the third term (denoted in this paper by G2) remained indefinite

if not unknown. For the function G2 several expressions are given which

show explicitly that its existence is due solely to the constraints of the material

*Annales de la Société scientifique de Bruxelles; 1882, pp. 270-373; 1883, pp.

11-110.    Also in book form, Paris, ed. Gauthier-Villars.    The hook had two editions.

fNieuw Archief voor Wiskunde (Amsterdam); vol. 5. This paper reproduces only

the mathematical part of Kamerlingh-Onnes' dissertation which deals with physical problems.
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system (Chapters V and VII) and the mechanical significance of this function is

established (Chapters VIII and IX).

Chapters IV and VI contain some necessary digressions into transformations

of coordinates. The formulae obtained in these two chapters are capable of wider

applications.*

I should like to say a few words in regard to chapters VIII and IX. The

manner in which the kinetic energy of a material system may be decomposed

seems to me worthy of notice. Indeed, while it is quite obvious that the effect

of constraints involving the time explicitly could be produced by submitting the

given material system to a succession of different constraints not involving the

time explicitly and equivalent to the given system of constraints at each partic-

ular moment ; while, moreover, it is quite as obvious that the velocity wt of a

particle at a given moment will be the resultant of two velocities wn and wf.,,

wn being that velocity which the particle would have if the time, as far as it

enters explicitly in the equations of constraint, became fixed at that moment, and

wi2 being the component velocity of the particle arising from the variation of the

time, as far as it enters explicitly in the equations of constraint ; yet, the fact

that the kinetic energy of the material system J-]Cwl;w'¡ will De equal to the sum

of the kinetic energies i5ZwVM';i and IZ'Vm *s by no means obvious. I ven-

ture to say that this proposition may find more than one application in physics.

The second part of my paper which I hope to bring out in the near future

will contain some applications of the theory expounded in Part I. Among the

problems to be treated may be mentioned the intricate problem of Foucault's

pendulum when the oscillations are not infinitely small, and the problem of

Foucault's top which Ph. Gilbert was unable to solve (loc. cit. § XX). Both

these problems can be easily solved by means of the theory and formulas given

in Part I, and they yield highly interesting results.

CHAPTER I.

Differential Equations of Lagrange for Relative Motion.

§1. Preliminaries. Let H HZ be a system of coordinate axes fixed in space

and XYZ another system of axes moving with regard to the first. The motion

of a material system referred to the axes H HZ will be called absolute ; referred

to the axes XYZ it will be called relative. The motion of the system XYZ

itself with regard to the fixed axes H HZ will be called convective motion. I

introduce this term in preference to the one commonly used " space motion."    It

*See in this connection a paper by D. Bobylbf in vol. 58 of the Memoirs (Zapiski)

of the Imperial  Academy  of Sciences of St.   Petersburg,   1888.
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will be observed that the term here proposed comes nearer to the corresponding

terms in French and in German : mouvement $ entraînement and Führ-

ung sbewegung. Sometimes the word convection will be used in place of con-

vective motion.

Having broached the question of terminology I also propose to use the term

turning acceleration in lieu of " compound acceleration." " Turning accelera-

tion" is a translation of the term used by J. Somof in his treatise of mechanics

and it owes its origin to its true mechanical significance. In his German trans-

lation of Somof's classical book Professor A. Ziwet uses the term " Rückkehr-

beschleunigung,"* which may well be translated " turning acceleration."

§2. Theorem of Coriolis. I derive the differential equations for relative

motion from the following principle :

Let (E) be the differential equations of motion of a material system with

regard to the invariable system XYZ on the supposition that convection did not

exist, i. e., that the axes XYZ were fixed in space. To obtain the differential

equations of relative motion of the material system with regard to the moving

axes XYZ we only need to add in the equations (L) to the real forces acting at

a particle m., two fictitious forces, namely—m{jci and m{jti, denoting by m.

the mass of the particle, by jciits convective acceleration (i. e., acceleration due to

convective motion) and by ja its turning acceleration.

I will not stop to demonstrate this principle which follows at once from the

well-known theorem of Coriolis.

§ 3. Differential equations of relative motion. As a first application of the

principle just enunciated, the differential equations of Lagrange for relative

motion will be derived. Let fx = 3« — s be the degree of freedom of a given

system of n particles subject to s conditions of constraint, and ql, q2, • • ■, qß

the n independent coordinate parameters which define the relative position of the

system. By reason of the principle of § 2 we can write at once the differential

equations of Lagrange for relative motion :

dT^ dp.       dT*       _.
(i) a- dq[,   a?-i£-+fc.    (*=*.».-.*>.

where T{r) denotes the relative kinetic energy of the system, and

provided the forces Fi comprise the fictitious forces of Coriolis as well as the

real forces, i. e.,

* See Professor Ziwet's translation of Somof's Mechanics : Kinematics, chap. 17, p. 394.
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F.  = X. + m.j,.  — m.j . ,
IX 1      ' t*f tix l*J ax 7

(3) F.  = Y. + m. f.  — ra.í . ,

F.  = Z. 4- 7)i.jt.  — m.j. ,

X¿, Y¡, Z{ being the projections of the real force acting on the particle m;.

§ 4. Let us now transform the expression of Qk by introducing certain new

functions K, L, G, defined as follows :

fan

(4) K= - Z¡ mkxi°^ + y>% + vü »

fan

(5) Z = g m^iyp'i - *&'i) + a<VÍ - x?'i) + r(xiV'i - Vixd ] '

(6) 0 - £ T) m.[ (qz. - ry.f + (rx. - pz.)2 + (pyi - qxtf~\ ,
fal

where v0 denotes the acceleration of the origin of the axes of relative coordinates,

and, p, q, r, the components of the angular velocity co of convective rotation.

By means of the familiar formulas :

/ \ ?        ( (h        dr\
Jc* = %, + p(px + qy + «) - "fa + \B¿t -yjt).

/    f/')* fl 71 \

icy - % + q(px + qy +rz) - m~y + \®jt -zdt)'

/ % 9        / dp       dq\
J« = «„. + r\Px + qy + ») - « » + (y¿¿ - «^ J ;

¿* = - 2( 2s' - *y) i

ii;/ = -20' — i*0i
¿* = - 2(iV - 2a5') ;

one can readily verify that

and consequently,

(7) fc-«» + ¿(*+¿ + e)-á(at).
where I have put

W %       til   *% '¿?* %,/
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If now we introduce the expression (7) of Qik into (1) and put

,0, dL     d{T^ + L)

we obtain the required differential equations :

(10) ^-^Tv + K+L+G)+Q?    (*=i,st.•.,„).

§ 5. Bour's equations.   In particular, if the real forces have a potential func-

tion U and if we put for the sake of convenience,

(11) Ux= U+ K+ G,

equations (10) become :

(10') ^-^(JW+Z + Oy (*=i, 8, -,-).

The last equations differ from those obtained by Bour * only in form.    Bour

introduces the function T2 :

<12)   T2 = h £ »«[(»i + a», - ^,)2 + (2/1 + ™¡ -i9*;)2 + « + m - ^¡)2] •

It is easily seen that

(13) T2=T^ + L+G,

and since the function G does not contain the variables q[,' g^ ,  ■ • ■, g¿ ,

dT2      d(T^ + Z)
= }>*.

so that equations (10') are identical with the following :

d {dT\      3T     3(U+K)

given by Bour.

§ 6. The functions K, L, G. These three functions may be thrown into more

convenient forms which, moreover, have the advantage of making the results of

this chapter applicable to solid bodies without further developments.

From the definitions of K, L and G we have :

(4') K=- Mv0rc cos (v0, re)

* Journal de Liouville, ser. 2, vol. 8, p. 15.
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where M denotes the total mass of the material system and r the radius vector

of its center of inertia ;

(5') L = coTi0 cos («a, m0),

where 9JÏ0 denotes the principal moment of relative momentum with regard to

the origin of the relative coordinates ; and finally, G is the kinetic energy of

the material system due to convective rotation, so that for a rigid system or

solid body

(60 G = \Iaco2,

where Ia denotes the moment of inertia of the rigid system or solid body with

regard to the instantaneous axis (w).

§7. It will be observed that K = 0 in the following cases :

(1) If the origin of the relative coordinates is fixed or moving uniformly in

a straight line ;

(2) If this origin coincides with the center of inertia of the material system;

(3) If   the acceleration   of   the   origin   of   relative   coordinates  is at right

angles to the radius vector of the center of inertia.

When   the   convective   motion   is   translator*/,   to = 0  and   consequently

L = G — 0.    The function L vanishes in two other cases :

(1) If the principal moment of relative momentum about the origin of rela-

tive coordinates vanishes ;

(2) If this moment of relative momentum is at right angles to the instan-

taneous axis of convective rotation.

CHAPTER II.

Canonical Equations of Hamilton-Jacobi for Relative  Motion.

§1. Differential equations of relative motion. According to the principle

derived from the theorem of Coriolis we can write at once the differential

equations of Hamilton-Jacobi for relative motion in the form :

(1)

dp, ¿>6      n dqu     d<è

where Qk is again given by formula (7) of the preceding chapter.
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§ 2. The variables pk will now be introduced instead of the pt into formulas (1).

Let ©j denote the function ® after this change of variables is effected.    Then

d®, _d®     ^3® d  (3L\_d®     Ä   ,3_(SL\

hu    Hu   ist dP* d2¡

d®      d_ «S   , dL

On the other hand

dq

'=*      dL
(2) Eîië-*-*.

where X denotes the function

In the partial derivatives, ¡e4, y¿, ¡^ are considered functions of qy, q2, ■ ■ ■ q^, t.

Hence

d®x     d®     d(L - X)

and therefore

Further, it is obvious that

d®     d®x

By means of the last two formulas the differential equations (1) may be given

the new form :

m tt--¿ <e'~ K-e -"•> + «••

This is the required system of differential equations.

§ 3. Equations of Kamerlingh-Onnes. In particular, if the real forces have

a potential function U we arrive at the formulas given by Kamerlingh-

Onnes :*

* Over de bettrekkelijke Beioeging,  Nieuw  ArchiefvoorWiskunde( Amsterdam ), vol. 5.
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<«)

dp,
dt

dH      dqk

~dq~k'   ~dt

dH

H = <B>, Ux-\,

Ul having the same meaning as in the first chapter.

The mechanical significance of the function X is similar to that of the func-

tion L, the difference being that into X enter not the whole relative velocities

x\, y\, %'., but only those parts of these velocities which would remain if the

independent coordinate parameters became constant.

§ 4. Hour's equations. If x;, yi, z. are functions of the variables

2i '' q-i i " ' ' 2V ontyi an<ï if *ne equations of constraint do not involve the time

explicitly, we shall have X = 0 and ©x = T{r), so that equations (6) take

the form :

dpk dHx      dqk     dHx

~dt  ~        dqk '    dt ~~ ̂ p7 '
(7)

irl = T7« - ux.

These equations were given first by Bour (loe. cit.

CHAPTER III.

Convection   as   a   Perturbation.    The   Perturbative   Function   of

Convective Motion.

§1. Convection as a perturbation. If convection did not exist, the absolute

and the relative motions of a given material system would be identical. Con-

vection may therefore be considered as a disturbing element of that motion

which the material system would have if the axes XYZ were fixed in space.

From this point of view the relative motion of the material system becomes a

disturbed motion, the undisturbed motion being that which would take place if

convection did not exist, i. e., if the axis XYZ were fixed in space.

This theory gives rise to a, perturbative function whose general expression I

will now proceed to derive.

§2. Differential equations of disturbed and undisturbed motion. It is as-

sumed that the real forces have a potential function U. Then we have to in-

tegrate the system :

dpk      _ dH        dqk _ dH

dt Bqk '        dt       dpk
(1)

^'=®1-£7i_X = @i_ U- K

(* = 1, 2,

-X.
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If convection did not exist we should have

If=L=G = \ = Q,   %=pk,   ©, = ©,

and the differential equations of undisturbed motion would reduce to

(2)

dpk _   _ dE        dqk _ dE

dt dqk '       dt dpk

E=®- U.

§3. The perturbative function of convectwe motion. Let us denote by the

symbol [ ] that in the enclosed function the letter p has been replaced by the

letter y.

Now, put

(8) H** [E] + [ii] ,

and let us see what is the meaning of the function Í!.

First of all it is clear that Í1 = 0 when convection does not exist, because in

that case [E] = E= H.

Further, it is readily seen that the canonical integrals of the differential equa-

tions (1) and those of the differential equations :

u. <%>* KE+Cl) dqk      d(E+il)
(4) Tt~-â£—'      dt=^Pk-      (*=i.».-.ao,

are identical. In fact, the integration of the system (1) is equivalent to solving

the partial differential equation :

indicating by the symbol {     } that in the expression of H the letter p

is replaced by the partial derivative d V/Sq ; and the canonical integrals of the

differential equations (1) will be :

dV

where aL, «2, • • •, a are the arbitrary constants arising from the integration

of equation (5) and ßl, ß.,,-■-, ß^ denote new arbitrary constants. Now to-

integrate the system (4) we have to solve the partial differential equation :
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which is obviously identical with equation (5) and therefore leads to the  same

canonical integrals (6).

It follows from the above that fi is the required perturbative function. It

will be called the perturbative function of convective motion.

§4. Solution of the problem when the integrals of undisturbed motion are

known.    We have at the same time arrived at the following important result.

Suppose we have integrated the canonical system of differential equations (2)

defining the motion of a material system on the assumption that the axes XYZ

are fixed in space, and let ax, ßx ; <x9, ß2 ; • ■ ■ ; a^, ß^ be the canonical sys-

tem of arbitrary constants. To obtain the integrals of relative motion of the

given material system with regard to the moving axes XYZ, we only need to

substitute in the integrals of the equations (2), instead of the constants

al, «2, ■ ■ • ; /3,, ß2, • • •, their values as functions of t obtained through the

integration of the new canonical system of differential equations :

da,       dCl       dßL díl _

~dt=W,:  Ht=~da,;      i*-*,»,•■■,*),

where il is given by equation (3).

It remains to give the general expression of the perturbative function il.

§ 5. Expression of the perturbative function. The function © introduced in

the preceding chapter must be expressed in terms of the variables ql, q2, • • •, q^ ;

Pi ' ä '  ' ' ' ' /V ' ^ •    ^ therefore we put

a) ?;=i*+f>*j>>

(8) ^(,w£xxm+^
4=1 (!=1

where  the  coefficients  hke and f7., and  the function * t are given functions of

#i ' Î2 ' ' " ' 5V ' t > and h< = Kc ' we 0Dtain :

k—fx   e=fi k—ix

e = \ E E Äfe a a + 23& a -T ;
A=l     e=l fc=l

from which ©x is derived by introducing the variables pk in lieu of the pk by

means of the formula :

dL

*For the meaning of the function r see (17) chap. IV and (21) chap. VI.
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Thus we find that

®i = i L L * j»a -EL *J>. ¿^ + à- E X,Ä* ^> ̂
k=l    e=l 4=1     e=l ï* 4=1    e=l y2* ^2«

*=i *=i    "y&

Denote for a moment by ©¡ the function ©x when the letter p is replaced by the

letter p.    Then

^  ,dL    ^^a    BLdL

-    hqk^,+*hh '-%;%:'

or, taking into account (2), chap. II,

*=f» «=M 2T 2T

Now it follows from formula (3) that

xi = e; - c; _ x _ e= ©; - © _ k- G-x,

and substituting here the value of ®[ — © from (9) we find :

(io) »—«•-'-ff + igS^jgg.

the desired expression of the perturbative function.

This formula was given first by Kamerlingh-Onnes (1. c).    Observing that

«      dL_dL

h    l'3q'e-dpk'

we may give to Í1 the slightly different form :

(10') Q - - K- L - G +1Y S í.
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CHAPTER IV.

Digression on some Transformation Formulas in passing from

Cartesian Coordinates to a system of Independent

Coordinate  Parameters.*

§1. Preliminaries. Let us first consider a moving system composed of n

particles subject to the s conditions of constraint :

(1) 4>x{ux, u2, ■ ■ -, u.iH, t) = 0,    cf>2 = 0, ■ • ■,    û5s = 0 ,

where

ux = xx Vmx,   ui = x2 Vm2,   ■ ■ ■   u3ii_2 = xn >/mn,

U2 = Vi  Vmi I     U5 = y2 Vm2 '      • • ■     M3»-l  =  V, Vmn »

«3 = h Vn\ '      U6 = h Vnh >     •••    «s»       =   Zn Vmn >

mx, m2, • • •, mn denoting, as usual, the masses of the n particles.

Let, further, qx, q2, • • •, qß be a system of independent coordinate param-

eters, /x being the degree of freedom of the given material system, i. e.,

¡x = 2>n — s.

If we put

<Z; =fi (ui' w2'   ■••'  uî„ >   ¿) (»==li 2, ••-,/'),

the functions f, f2, • • •, t/¡, will involve the time explicitly as well as the

functions <f>x, (f>2,  • • •, (f>s.

§ 2. Object of this chapter. The object of this chapter is to prove the

formulas :

1—3/1 ¡c= M-   e=ju. A~s     «

(3) £ (x;)2 = x: Ei^'x« + IE * Jf (*w*.).
1=1 k=l     e—l k=l     e=l

where the several symbols have the following meanings : Xx, X2, • ■ ■, X3ii are

certain functions which will be determined later ; Xlk) and X(<f>L) are defined by

the formulas :
=,n        dn

(«) *•-£*£•

* See the note at the close of this chapter.
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while to define Ake and í>    we have the formulas :

d log A     d log A

129

W

-4, = -4 , =
*■ "'' da.

ke

A = I «* I
_ Ä   ¿W, 5m4

<3« ,

(¿)

s* hu h, '

d log *     5 log- *
<1>   = <f>   = ——— = —-—.

4» = I **

^   <?W.   ¿?W.
rf,      *      V ^* ^

(e, fc = l , 2, • • • , fi)

(e, fc = l, 2, ■••,//) ,

§3. Proof, of the proposed formulas {2), (3). Let Su., Sqk denote the

variations of ut and of qk respectively. The 8qx, Sq2, ■ ■ ■, Bq^ will be arbitrary,

while the Bux, 8u2, • ■ ■, huin must satisfy the s conditions :

(4) 0-g^i
du.

(« — U 2,--, s).

I shall now form the expression of the function

in terms of the variations Su., Su., ■ ■ ■, Su.¿it.    Two such expressions will be ob-

tained, and by comparing them the formulas (2) will be proved.

To begin with, it is obvious that

(5)
t=li du

which is the first of the two desired expressions.    On the other hand, the varia-

tions Sq1, Sq2, • • •, Sq^ may be expressed in terms of the variations Su1, Su2,

, Su3n as follows :

*-£&*'

and thus the second of the two desired expressions is now obtained, namely,

£% du.
(6)

£=Ç ES? du. dqk .

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 9
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The right-hand sides of (5) and of (6) must be equal for all variations hux, 8u2,

• • •, 8uin which satisfy the s conditions (4). Hence, introducing certain factors

pei which will be determined later, we may write down the following equations :

¡L=l      fal       II J e=l     ¿=1 3

from which we obtain the relations :*

(8) V^^_l      V<3
i=l       I* I e=l 1

Ä **■ ¿<7, ^      Sé
^ Y*dq,t =      -T.P& <> + <>•

4=1        ** ./ e=l J

With the notations of §2 , and with the following :

_ Ä 2^ ¿tye

the factors pei. in equations (8), (9) are readily obtained in the form f

m=l v      » *=i I*/

Introducing these expressions into formulas (8) and (9) we find :

^ dut dqk {S ±pi        d<f)m d(f>e     ^ ^ ^ dui d<j>e      •

&=1        2* • m—\    e=l * * th^tI    e=l      k=l *K *

k=fi. dujdqÈ=      _y^    M. + fff*   c     ̂ ^
v    >    ¿~i dqk du. ¿~i ¿-i    »>' du. du.      ¿~i ¿-> ¿->    mekmdqídu.

1=1       I* • m=l   e=l J » m=l    «=l     4=1 2* «m=l   e=l J * m=l    e=l     4=1

* Compare with the relations :

i=Sn .

which follow from the definition of ft , ft , • • •, ft* .

f Proceed as follows : multiply both sides of (8) and of (9) by dtfi,„jdui and by d¡p,„lduj respec-

tively ; then add together the resulting equations, thus obtaining the s equations :

=1 jÉf9«» du> duJ     éí    a2*     ^Ui     éí    .

from which the above expression of p«¡ is readily derived.
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§ 4. Now, let Xx, X2, ■ ■ ■, X3a be certain functions to be fixed later. Mul-

tiply both sides of (10) and of (11) by Xi and by X. respectively, then give j all

the values 1,2, • • •, 3« except i and add together the resulting equations. The

relations so obtained will be :

(12)   £ X« |f- = X - g £ ^X(4>m) g + £ £ g *„,, X- g;
S==l * m=l    e=l i m=l    e=l     A—1 l

(i = 1, 2 , ■■ •, 3») .

§ 4 bis. A first selection of the functions Xx, X2, ■■ ■, XSu will now be

made.    Let Xi = duJBqr.    Then

¡=1

sSn

hMu

^J=g^¥;-0 (» = 1,2,-,*);

and, therefore, by (12),

4=1 "<*< "Yr .4=1    ,»=1    <=1 "<*;

From the /¿ equations (13) we obtain

Equations (13), (14) may be found in a paper by D. Bobylef.*

§ 5. Substituting the expressions (14) of dqjdui into formula (12) the latter

becomes :
feg «=g ¿?M        *=»  « ¿?<f>

(2)    x<= x £ ^xw¿ + E E **^(**)£e        «=i,a, .-.,*.),
^Se 4=1     e=l "»i4=1    e=l

which is the first of the two formulas we proposed to prove.

Let now Fj, Y2, • • • , PI be a new set of functions left for the present in-

determinate. If we multiply both sides of (2) by Y. and add all the resulting

equations (i = 1, 2 ,  • ■ •, Zri) we shall have the formula :

£—s     e=s

(is)        x « = E E ¿*x»rM + E E 9,^(9,^(9.),
i=l 4=1    e=l 4=1     e=l

where

tf>_rw'ÇFiS' ^ = E^-
* O/i </te change of coordinates in the differential equations of dynamics. Supplement to the 58th

vol. of the Memoirs (Zapiski) of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Peters-

burg; 1888 (Russian).
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In particular, if X( = 1 { (i = 1, 2 , ■ • •, 3n), (15) reduces to (3) which is

thus proved.

§ 6. Kinetic energy of a material system.    Bobylefs formula.    To con-

clude, I will make an application of formulas (2) and (3).

Let JLi = dujdt.    Then we shall have :

x™ = l^-fa-at;=-lñ'rf dui   dt dt '

d(f>Jdt denoting the partial derivative of the function (j>k with respect to the

time ; and, further,

3T<*> _ Ve du- du _ v^dw-    ' _ dT —

^ ' - hdqk a- h^,u'~ Hr^'
i=3n

where  T= g-T"* u'i-    Hence, by formula (2),

ne) *s - y y a *P - y y * &&

and, by formula (3),

4=1     î=l 4=1     e=l

Formula (17) was given for the first time by D. Bobylef (loc. cit.).

Note. In deriving the formulas of this chapter no mention was made as to

whether the axes XYZ were fixed in space or moving. Indeed, the results

here obtained are entirely independent of such considerations : x , y, z may be

either absolute or relative coordinates. A similar remark must be made with

regard to the result of chapter VI.

CHAPTER V.

Application   of   the  Formulas   of   the preceding   chapter   to   the

Perturbative Function of Convective Motion.

§1.   The function G2.    If we put

m n     -n    i^^i   dLdL

the perturbative function of convective motion takes the form :

(2) Û = - K- L- G2.
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Systems consisting of n particles will be first considered and the function G2

for such systems will be transformed by means of formula (3) of the preceding

chapter.

To begin with I remark that for a system of n particles the coefficients hu are

identical with the coefficients denoted by Ake in  the preceding chapter, so that

Let us now put Xi = dL/du'{ in formula (3), chapter IV.   Then we shall have :

_ Ci dL_ dui _'^SL du\ _ dL

~ £f du'i hu ~ éf Su', ht ~ h'k '

and therefore, by formula (3) ,

4=U   e=H PIT   dT '~*    *=«

(3) © = h E E A èè + tT. T.VJWWM.
4=1    i=l Vï* vï« 4=1   e=l

where I have put

Z—i 4 ï

Substituting the expression (3) of G into formula (1') we find that

(5) ^^EÍX^wo-*
4=1    e=l

§2. Perturbative function for a free system of particles. It follows from

this expression of the function G2 that G2 = 0 when s = 0. Hence this

theorem due to Kamerlingh-Onnes but not rigorously proved by him :

For a free system of particles the perturbative function of convective mo-

tion reduces to — (K-f- L).

§ 3. Perturbative function for a freely moving rigid system. Another inter-

esting case when G, = 0 is that of a freely moving rigid system, as will pres-

ently be shown.    First it may be remarked that

tt du. du.      4^ wi-- \ dx. dx.       dif du.      dz. dz. I

=^e(^^-^^)+?e(^S-^^)
+,-s(x^:-^t)'
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and therefore, if we put for the sake of convenience,

*-$(*&-**). ■
we shall have :

(7) I4M-pB?.+ qBn + rlt<»;

or, denoting by i?(Ä° a vector whose projections on the axes XYZ are

JÇ>, -Sf, irrespectively,

(8) L(4>k) = auB« cos (a , #*>) .

This expression of Zi(<f>k) shows that L(<f>k) vanishes with 1ft®, i. e., when

(9) fif = Hf = fif = 0 .

Conditions (9) will be satisfied if the constraint <¡¡>7t is given by an equation of

the form :

n/(x; - x¡)2 + (yt - y]f + {z. - zjf = constant.

If all the constraints are of this form, then we have a freely moving rigid system

of n particles (/x = 6 , s = 3» — 6) ; and since in this case L(4>i) = -£(</>.,) = • ■ •

= Zi(<f>,) = 0 , the function G2 will vanish. Thus I have proved the following

theorem :

For a freely moving rigid system of particles the perturbative function of

convective motion reduces to — (K + L).

§ 4. The perturbative Junction for very small values of a. A glance at

formulas (4), (5) of chap. I and (2), (5), (7) of this chapter shows that

The perturbative function Í! is the sum of three functions — K', — L ,

— G2, all three homogeneous in p , q, r. The degree of homogeneity is 0 for

K,  Í for L, 2 for G2.
Sometimes it is convenient to take tu as a small quantity of the first

order (as in the case of motion on the surface of the earth). The function

L will then be of the first order in <o, the function G2 of the second. Looking

upon D, as a function of m we can say that

The perturbative function of the second order in a> is due solely to the ex-

istence of constraints. It vanishes when the system is free or when the parti-

cles form a freely moving rigid system.

(6)
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§ 5. Cases lohen G2=0. More generally, if we observe that the vector P(k)

is parallel and proportional to the principal moment of the reactions due to

the constraint <¡>k, it will be clear that L((f>k) = 0 when this moment vanishes or

when its direction forms a right angle with the direction of the instantaneous

axis (cd).    Hence,

G2 = 0 when the principal moments of the reactions due to the constraints

(f>¡, <j>2, ■ ■ ■, <f>s, either vanish or are at right angles to the direction of the

instantaneous axis (»).

This theorem includes the case considered in § 3.

§ 6. Case of a solid body. Expression of the function G. By a process

commonly used in mechanics we at once pass from rigid systems to solid bodies.

Let j?j , r)2, • • ■, rjf. be any system of six coordinate parameters which define

the position of a free solid body with regard to the invariable * system XYZ

and such that the coordinates x, y, z of any point of the body be functions of

Vi ■> V.,i • • • t Vß only> i- e-> these functions do not involve the time explicitly.

Then, as is well known,

(10) T= 1 f (xf + / + z')dm

will be a homogeneous function of the second degree in r¡[ , r¡'2, ■ ■ ■, r¡'6, and

therefore,
■=6   ¿Jl

(ii) 2T=E^-
Now, let us put

fI'dx dx      By dy       dz   dz\
(12) * = * - J Wi ̂  + 3i¡ 5», + äii h) dm ■

Then, as is readily seen from formulas (10) and (12) ,

3T       Ci ,Bx dy dz\7 m
5-r ==   j \x' =- + y' ~- -f z'-tt- \dm = > _ fj,..v. ;

and, therefore, by formula (11) ,

(i3) i»-*£e*vto;.
!=1        1=1

The coefficients /»„ given by formula (12) take the place, in the case of solid

bodies, of the coefficients aek introduced in chapter IV for systems of particles.

Likewise to the coefficients Ake will now correspond certain coefficients M.. de-

fined as follows :

*Not to be confused with the term fixed.    An invariable system is not deformable but it may

be moving.
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(14)

dios M      dios M
M. =31.. =

§ 7. We have seen that  for a freely moving  rigid  system  of  n particles

G2 = 0 , and therefore, by (3), for such a system,

4=>i «=£ 3T  a/■

(15) ^¿EA
4̂=1    e=l X*     2«

where now /¿ = 6. Passing in the familiar way from rigid systems to solid

bodies we only have to replace in formula (15) the coefficients Ake by the co-

efficients Mke and the letter q by the letter n ; so that for a free solid body,

(iß) e[-*£-2Jtëë-
v 2 1a ist       ^?i ^.

Thus we have the following theorem :

If V\t Vît ■ • • i '/ó ^e any system °.f coordinate parameters which define the

position of a free solid body with regard to the invariable system XYZ ; and

if the kinetic energy of the body be given by an expression of the form (13);

then the function G will be given by formula (16) where the coefficients Mu

are derived from the coefficients ¡iu, functions of nx, %,,.•••, v6t by means

of the relations (14)-

§ 8. Perturbative function for a free solid body. We may now extend the

results of § 3 to solid bodies, namely :

For a free solid body the perturbative function of convective motion reduces

to — (K+ L).

CHAPTER  VI.

Another digression on Transformations of Coordinates in the

Equations of Dynamics.*

§1. Preliminaries.—We will now pass on to the motion of a solid body

subject to s conditions of constraint :

(!) f&i, V2t Vi, vtt %, %■, t) = 0, "^ = 0, •••, ^, = 0,

where t)x, • • •, r¡6 form a system of coordinates defined as in the preceding

chapter.    Let again,

'"See the note at the end of chapter IV.
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(2) ^=^EEw;
1=1   J=l

be the kinetic energy of the body, the coefficients fi{. being given functions of

vl, ■ ■ ■, r¡e. Let, further, ql, ■ ■ ■, q^ be a system of independent coordinate

parameters, /¿ being the degree of freedom of the body, i. e., fi = 6 — s. If

we put

<?l = A(Vi >    • ' ' s   %'    ¿) >

the functions y,, /», • • •, f», as well as the functions yfr., ■ • •, yjrs, will involve

the time explicitly.

§2. Object of this chapter. Proof of the proposed formulas.—The object

of this chapter is to prove the three formulas (13), (14) and (15) given below.

To this end let St;;, Sqk denote respectively the variations of ni and of qk

{■¿ = 1, 2, •••, 6; k=l , 2, •••, /*). The variations 8ql, • • •, Sq^ will

be arbitrary while the variations St;, ,  • • •, St;6 must satisfy the s conditions :

(3) ° = E^ («=1,9,-, a).

If we consider the expression :

4=M   ¿¡¿j

after the variations St;, , St;2 , • • •, St;c are introduced instead of the variations

hi i " ' ' > ^fr ' tnen) °y a process similar to that employed in chapter IV, we

arrive at the formulas :

(4) V z!b hh    1      V « -Te

« £££-  -£p-£. w+o.

in which the pei denote coefficients to be determined presently.

§ 3.   I shall use, besides the notations (14) of the preceding chapter, also

the following :

(a) ^B = |**»| (*,« = 1,2,

_ ¿Jogi? _ ¿logi?
*• ~    "-'_    db.     ~    3b,    '

kt eh;
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i=6      J=6

EEi=i j=i^e=EZ^: iJ Si], dn:

*-*-E£*$%.

¥,.

i   j=i
^ - |+J

3 log'*'      ^log-*-

(k, e = l, 2, •■•, s),

M>   =
^

With these notations we readily find the following expressions for the coef-

ficients pei : *

"Zf HS dilr S 3n.-\

substituting these expressions, the relations (4) and (5) become :

at ¿i?, fy4 T ïii       Te
m=B     c=s    4=^

<5t?. <2i^e

(6)    Z^ fo   2„. -  1        AjJL   Z^^'nMn   fa       fa.+Z^Aj   Z-f^mßmkfa
k=l       1.1c        'i »¡=1     e=l     »i=l '« ' i m=l     e=l     k=l Zft        '»

(7)   g^%*

m=:l    e=l    »i=l

7j=8       fi=3       11=:6

7tt=:l     e=l     *=1

fc=pILE *JÇ. ̂m ̂ + S L Z *-A
M      >   ^     ^

=1     e=l     4=1

(i * *')•

§ 4. Let  again Xx, X2, • ■ ■, X6 denote certain functions to  be fixed later.

For the sake of convenience put

(d)

(•)

X« = ¿ X.
dVi

dq*
ï"-IÏVÎ

ï=l   y=l

=6     .j=6

^

%*

«w-Sg^^-
If we multiply both sides of (6) by AT and both sides of (7) by X., then

give j all the values 1 , • • ■ , 6 , except i, and add together all the resulting

equations, we shall obtain :

(8) 4=1 ulli tn=l    e=l "'/i      .     m=l    e=l     4=1 UVj

(¿ = 1,2, 6).

* Proceed as follows:—multiply both sides of equations (4) and (5) by Mi„.dtym\di)n and

Mjn dipmjdrin respectively ; let j take all the values 1, 2 , • • •, 6 except i ; add together all the

resulting equations and sura with regard to the index n ;  then the equations :

4=M 3m n=6 a,,, e=s

^M'«. (*' = 1, 2, •••, 6)fei        3Î*      *rí4=1 *- n—i

will be obtained, from which at once follow the above expressions for the coefficients pei ■
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Likewise, if after interchanging the letters i and j in (7) we multiply both

sides of (6) by Xf and both sides of (7) by X., give j all the values 1, 2, • • ■, 6

except i , and add together all the resulting equations ; then we obtain :

(9)

j=6    4=fi ?jn      3„ »>=!     e=,     »=fi ß   •

1     jri h   J h,, H     S é? S T~   m    KYJ 3Vn

m=s     e=:

HHlL^ßmkx{^)
=1    e=l      4=1

dr¡.

hu
(¿ = 1,2,■••,6).

Finally, substitute the function ¿^ X«;. for the function X in (8) ; then X(t)
i=i

will change into £(;,), X^J into X(-«^m), and formula (8) will become :

(10)

J=6 4=m S0 »>=»     « ¿I,],.

E ̂  = E x « /; + E E VWJ Í
./=! 4=1 "'/j 1)1=1    e=l '"/j4=1 /¿ »i=l    e=l

m=8     e=s 4=íjl

/   ¿   '    ' ^^^ me   ink
m=l     e=l 4=1

(k) dfK
dr\i

(¿ = 1,2, •■■,6).

§ 4 bis.    I will now make a first selection of the functions X,, X2, ■ ■ •, X6

Let X = dnjdqn .    Then

¡=i   j=i

and therefore, by formula (10),

dn

H     dr)j    hn

dni dvj

(«i = l, 2, •• -, s),

3fr 3fr
= 6, ;

(11)
hk        VVV M,      7    7,    ^.

L"v^=Lè^-LLL *-ÀA.âr
J=l 2n 4=1 '"/,• 4=1    m=l    «=1 "'/j

Solving the ¿a equations obtained by making n = 1 , 2 , • • •, fx in formula (11),

with regard to the dqjdni, • • •, dqjdni, we find that

(12)
hu.
dn

drjj ni_:s     e—
d-typ*-V Vu 5    ̂ 4- W¥   rf    ^     /fc=l,2,.-,.«\

§5. If we substitute the expressions (12) of the dqjdn. in formula (9) the latter

becomes :

Mi m—s    e=s    7i=

(i3) z=SE i?je'"¿ + LLL*A^TO
¿& =1    e=l     »=1

d-Jr
T in

dVn
(¿ = 1,2, •••,6),
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The same substitution made in formula (10) yields the following result :

(j=<> 3=f>     4=M    e=^ fa ™=»     '=> Pj-J-

E *>« = EEE Bke ^v, ü + £ £ *-*(*-> Í
j=l fal     4=1      e=l "ïe m=l     e=l "'/;

(t = l,   2,    ••■,   6).

Finally, multiplying both sides of (14) by X. and summing the result with regard

to the index i, we obtain a third formula :

m=s      «=.

(i5) E E ffi = L E ***" *w + L E *^(fJ-W •
¿=1      ,/=l 4=1       e=i m=l     e=l

Formulas (13), (14) and (15) are the three which we proposed to derive.

§6. Kinetic energy of a solid body.    As an application of these formulas let

us put X. = dnjdt.    Then

where di]rjdt is the partial derivative of the function i|rm with regard to the time ;

further,
<=6     j=6 fa ->rp

fai j=i     ^?*   %*

and, therefore, by (13), (14), (15),

4=1      e=l ^,/e    fei éî'fef   ""  * * ^„ '

(17) ̂=5 ** = ç s s *** %> - s 5 ̂  ̂  ^ '
(is) t = i £ £ ^¡,; - j g £ 5hM +1 £ £ *„ 5£ *.

¡=1      i=l 4=1      e=l 4=1      e=l ^* fc

§7.  A modification of the three proposed formulas.    If we substitute the

function
j=6

y MX.
j=i

for Xi in formulas (13)-(15) and observe that this  will change X{k) into X{k),

X(y¡rh) into X^,,), we shall obtain :

(19)

.i=6 k=fJL    f—n 3„ m=s      e—s      n=fi 3   1

ZM^s' e T,B*xwe + 1:1:1: «w#
fal 4=1      e=l "Si* m=l     e=l     m=l "V,,

(t = l, 2,  ■■•, 6),
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6=g   eg»   J=6 dv ;a    £2 thlr
(20)       x, » g £ £ **x<%¿ + E E *J(W Ie.

4=1     c=l      ,/=l UlL. m=l     e=l a'l¡

(2i) E Ê W5 = E E ¿^*^ + £ £ *j^w.
¿=1      J'=l 4=1     e=l 4=1      e=l

The last formula will be required in the next chapter.

CHAPTER  VII.

Return to the Perturbative Function of Convective Motion.

§1.   The function G.—Let us again take up the expression :

4=1     c=l 14      le

and let us now consider the case of motion of a solid body subject to s conditions

of constraint as in the preceding chapter. It will be observed that in this case

the coefficients hke which figure in (1) are identical with the coefficients Ble in-

troduced in chapter VI, so that now

l-fi    f=M -<T     5 7

en *-«-*££*««■
This expression will be transformed by means of the formulas of chapter VL

For this purpose put X; = dLldn\ .    Then

Xa,= YSLd^ = 3L
éf dv'i dqk        dqk '

and therefore, by formula (21) of the preceding chapter,

*« ±* ^ dL dL     S Ä _   BLBL     S S ,T,  T., , T,, N

E E ^» ¿V ¿y = E E B* da'3a' + ̂ ^ V^W >¡=1      j=l "'/j  u'lj 4=1     e=l u1k UHe 4=1     e=l

where

But we have found in §6, chapter V, that

hence,
*=H     e=n jr   piT 4=s     «=

(3) » = \ E E **. Sa'Sa'+iUll ^Mf,.)^)
4=1     e=l "ït v1e 4=1     e=l
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§2. Perturbative function for a free solid body.—Substituting the expression

(3   of G into formula (1') we find that, for a solid body,

(4) G8=*£f>JW£0r%);
4=1      e=l

i. e., the function G2 is due solely to the existence of constraints.

If s = 0, i. e., if the body is free, then G2= 0. We thus find again the

theorem of §7, chapter V, namely, that for a free solid body the perturbative

function of convective motion reduces to — (K-f L).

§3. Cases when G2 = 0.—We have already seen in chapter V that by extend-

ing in a familiar way the results obtained for rigid systems of particles to solid

bodies we shall have :

(5) L(fk) = p£« + qPf + rB*> = «-ffw cos (», &*>),

where R'k) is a vector parallel and proportional  to the moment of reaction re-

latively to the origin of the axes XYZ due to the constraint yjrk.    Formula (5)

shows that L(^¡rk) vanishes whenever this moment vanishes or when its direction

forms a right angle with the direction of the instantaneous axis (a).

Two interesting cases when all the L (y¡rk) vanish may be mentioned.

1. The body can freely rotate about the origin of the axes XYZ.

2. The body can freely rotate about a point which constantly remains on the

instantaneous axis (û>).

In fact, in the first case the moments of the constraints vanish ; in the second,

their directions form right angles with the direction of the instantaneous axis

(a>).    Hence this theorem :

When a solid body can rotate freely about the origin of the axes XYZ,

or about a point constantly remaining on the instantaneous axis (to) ; then the

perturbative function of convective motion reduces to —(-ST+ L\

§4. The perturbative function for very small values of eo. Again, it will

be observed as in chapter V that the perturbative function is the sum of the

three functions — K, — L , — G2, all three homogeneous in p, q, r ; the

degree of homogeneity being 0 for K, 1 for L, 2 for G2.

If we look upon to as a small quantity of the first order and upon ß as a func-

tion of &), we can say that the perturbative function of the second order in m is

due solely to the existence of constraints and vanishes when the body is free,

or when it freely rotates about the origin of the axes of relative coordinates,

or finally, when it freely rotates about a point constantly remaining on the

instantaneous axis (a).
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CHAPTER  VIII.

Decomposition of the Kinetic Energy of a Material System.

Mechanical Significance of the Function G2.

§1. On the nature of constraints.—In order that certain theorems enunciated

below may be properly understood, a few words as to the manner of interpreting

geometrical conditions are necessary.

Suppose that a system of n particles be subject in its motion to the condition :*

(1) 9(œ,, y,, s,, • • •, v,, «i, Vi, «i, ®t+i »•••»*„* y. < O = °.

not involving the time explicitly.     We know that, geometrically interpreted,

this condition involves the following :—

1) A particle m. {xi, y., z. ) remains on the surface :

(2) 9(x,, t/,,2, , ...,s;_,,x, Y,z,xi+1, ■•■,a.,y,,»J = 0,

whose form and position in space depend on the 3(w — 1) parameters xi, yl, ■ • •,

Zi-\ '  Xi + l '   '  ' ' '  Zn •

2) The velocity of this particle is tangential to the surface (2).

These conditions can be expressed in a somewhat different form.

1) A particle mi must remain on the surface (2). This surface changes its

form and position in space during the motion.

2) The variation in form and position of the surface (2) imparts to each of

its points a certain velocity v whose normal and tangential components will be

denoted by vv and vT.

3) When the equations of constraint, as in (1), do not involve the time ex-

plicitly, then the normal velocity vx at the point coinciding with the particle

mi is equal in magnitude and direction to the normal component of the velocity

of this particle. In consequence of this the velocity of the particle mi will

be tangential to the surface (2).

4) The tangential velocity vT is without effect on the particle m., the surface

(2) being ideal, i. e., void of friction.

Now, suppose that the given material system is subject to the condition :

(1')        9(œ,, yx, zl, • • -, a._! ,x.,y., zi, xi+l, ■ ■ ■, xn, yn, zn, t) = 0 ,

involving the time explicitly.     Geometrically this condition may be interpreted

as follows :—

* Unless otherwise stated, x , y, z in this chapter denote coordinates with regard to any system

of axes, whether fixed in space or moving.
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1) A particle m. must remain on the surface :

(2')       4>(xx,yx,zx,  ..., z{_x, x, Y,z,xi+X, ..., xu,yn, zn, t) = 0 ,

whose form and position in space depend on the 3(m — 1) + 1  parameters xx,

V Of* .  .   . C /
t    ~i — I  t    ■°i + l t t    *„ t   V •

2) The variation in form and position of the surface (2) imparts to each of

its points a certain velocity v whose normal and tangential components are vx

and vT.

3) When the equations of constraint, as in (1'), involve the time explicitly,

then the velocity vx, at the point coinciding with the particle m., is no longer

equal to the normal component of the velocity of this particle. In consequence

of this the surface (2') will exercise an impulse on the particle m., normal to the

surface (2), and whose components along the axes XYZ will therefore be of

the form X dcf*/dxi, X d(f>/dyi,  X d<j>/dzj.
4) The tangential component of the velocity of the particle mi will satisfy the

given condition (2') if the parameter t be considered constant ; or, to be more

precise, if w'. denote the tangential component of the velocity w. of a particle

m., we shall have :

Q=i:{^fai+.W<»dyi + W-dzi)

5) The tangential velocity vT, again, is without effect on the particle mi.

If, instead of the sole condition (1'), we had several such conditions involving

the time explicitly, it is clear that the several surfaces 4>x = 0 , <f>= 0 , ■ ■ • ,

would each exercise a normal impulse on the particle ; so that, m^tcl denoting

the resultant of all these impulses, we may write

(2)

Ld(f>.
'■dx.

Syr
Ld<f>k

mlWiy)î =   E \

Now, (w¡)2 being a component of the actual velocity wi of the particle m., let

(w¡)x be the other component. It is clear from the above that the velocities

(w.~)x will comply with the given conditions of constraint if the time, so far as it

enters explicitly into their equations, be considered constant, i. e., we shall have :

W o = ç{K.)l^ + K)if+ K)!^j (fc = l, 2, •••)•
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§2. Decomposition of the kinetic energy of a material system.—It follows

from formulas (3) and (4) that

(5) ° = E mi Kw<*)i (w'«)2 + (wiy\ {wiy), + K), {wiz)2} ;
í=i

and therefore, if we put

(6) x=i£m^,      X^l^K)?,       X2 = ^mfwf¡,
¡=i <=i ;=i

we shall have :

(7) X = T,4-T,

which expresses the following theorem :

The kinetic energy X of a system of particles subject to conditions of con-

straint involving the time explicitly is the sum of the kinetic energy %l which

the given material system woxild have if at the considered moment the time, so

far as it enters explicitly in the equations of constraint, became constant ; and

of the kinetic energy %, which is imparted to the material system by the varia-

tion of the time, so far as it enters explicitly in these equations.

§3. Expressions of (wr),, (wt)2 ,%lt%2.—To determine these put

^      (     3x. dy. dz. \
(8) Wi) =£mAw<+w*tt+w<)'

?i ' <?2 >  " " ' ' Ik- bemg the independent Lagrangian coordinates of the system,

and

« m)=g(„*+ «,*+„*).

It is readily seen with the help of formulas (3) and (4) that

(10) TF(9,)= £ j(W¡4 + K)2g* + K)2^} = gX9,e

(k = l,   2,   •••,  8) ,

9,  being defined by (d), chap. IV.    The s equations (10) being solved with

regard to X,,  • • •, Xs give

(11) \,= £^,,^(9e) (*=1, 2, •■•,»).
c=l

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 10
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Substituting these expressions of the X,. in (3) we obtain :

<12)

4=»

>,„m)£%
4=1      e=l

k=s      e-

III JWù^*
k=\     e=l

k=s      e=

™hA = EE$fc%)Ä
=1     e=l Pz.

To determine the (w.), observe that the conditions (4) will be satisfied by

selecting the velocities (w.) so that

(13)

(«Oi = E ñ
dx.

i   dqk

K      dz.

It remains therefore to determine the (ik .    To this end I remark that

S*i !(-a £ + kx j& + eot É1- £\s£- o%/, %* ¿?* sí e%

(* = 1,2, •••,,"),and consequently,

(H) w» = E »i {( WÜ, g + Kx | + («j, J} = £ ma
(* = 1,2,•••,/*),

«te being defined as in §3, chap. IV.    From the /ix equations (14) are readily

derived the following values of p,, ■ ■ ■, /j.^ :

(15) ^-EA,^'1

Substituting these expressions of the ftk in (13) we obtain :

(16)

dx.

(*J. = E E ^ WW da
fc—1       (¡—1

,0 ^,:K):=EEA,^^,
*=1      f=l

K), = EEA,^ dq,.

(* = 1, 2, •■•,/«),
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By means of (16) and (12) we find without difficulty that

(17) ^-i££4toIF«lFW,
4=1      c=l

(18) ^-ilË*».^^«-

§4. A special case.—In particular let

Then

dxi

Wi, = -dt   = Xi » Wia = y I

and the results of  §6, chapter IV are obtained in a new form which lends itself

more readily to a mechanical interpretation.    Put

(19) «í-to)i + («í\.
the u{ being defined as in chapter IV, and we shall then have :

4=<i     e=¡J. fa

(20) MX-  EEO»,
i=l     c=l '3?.

m «),--££*»tt-
4=1      e=l

simultaneously with the formulas :

(22) T=TX+T2,

(23) Tx = 1 £ («$ = i £ £ AkePkPe,
fal 4=1      0=1

(24) r.-ig«w££*...$$.
4=1      e=l

The mechanical interpretation of these formulas follows at once from the the-

orem enunciated in §2. Indeed, nothing need be changed in the enunciation of

that theorem in order to apply it in the present case, except the letter X into

the letter T.

§5. New expressions for formulas (2) and (3) of chapter IV.—Another

demonstration of the theorem of §2, based on the formulas of chapter IV, will

now be given.    It was shown in §5 of that chapter that we may write

(25) X = (Xi\ + (Xi)2,

where «as & du
(26) w> = EEA/ll)í.

4=1      <=1 u1e
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4=1     e=l

£w.£'=°

(2') (^-EE»,.(«
These formulas show that

(28)

and subsequently, that

29)

Therefore

(30)

with

(31)

du.

(fc=l,2, ••-,«),

(32)

E(^\(^)2 = o.
i=l

f=3)i f=3» i=3m

LW=Lw; + E(i|,¿=i i=i i=i
i=3n. i=|U    e=ix

L(^ = LL^J(i)J(">
t=l A=l      e=l

ï=3jl ft=S e=*

§6. Another proof of the theorem of §2.—Let w. be the velocity of a parti-

cle and let X,, X2, • ■ •, X3n be respectively \/ml wu, Vml wly , ■ ■ •, Vmn toM ;

let moreover %, W{V), W(<f>k) be defined as before by (6), (8), (9). Applying,

first, formula (25) of the preceding paragraph, we find :

'wi* - K*)i + (»Ji.

(33) -%, = KX + K)*'

where, according to (25) and (27),

(34)

KJ1 = ÊËA,^ (&)dx{

dqf

A*>W(,<)%

fc=l     e=l

&-=1      e=l

dz.
KX-EEA.^^;

4=1       e=l tïi

(35)

«=£1^/^
Ä-=l      e=l

«/«*J,-EE*^W
fc=l     e=l

] dxf

¿9,

h:
¿9,

•M-EE^wi
ir^l       ez=l ¿>z. '
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At the same time, by (30),

E miw\ = E mlwi)i + E mi(.wi)l '
i=i        ¿=i i=i

or, in the notation (6),

3" = T  4. <£*• — *i t^ ~2

which is the formula (7) of §2 and expresses the theorem there enunciated.

Formulas (34) and (35) are identical with (16) and (12). The proof of these

formulas and of the theorem of §2, as given in this paragraph, is possibly more

rigorous than the demonstration previously given. The advantage of the other

method lies in its immediate geometrical interpretation. For these reasons it

seemed expedient to give both proofs.

§ 7. Specific virtual velocities. Constraint velocities.—For the convenience

of formulating the results two new terms will now be introduced. Referring to the

equation (4) it is readily seen that the velocities (w¡)x belong to the class of so-

called virtual velocities, a term used in deriving D'Alembert's principle. The

velocities (w{)x however are perfectly determinate at each moment, while in gen-

eral to each particle m., at a given moment, correspond an infinity of virtual

velocities. Among the latter is the component (w¡)x of the actual velocity wi.

I call (wt)x for lack of a better term the specific virtual velocity of the particle mi.

The term proposed for the other component of wi is justified by the geomet-

rical interpretation given in the beginning of this chapter. I call (w>¿)2 the con-

straint velocity of the particle mi.

The theorem of §2 will now read as follows :

The kinetic energy of a system of particles subject to conditions of con-

straint involving the time explicitly is the sum of the kinetic energy of the

material system arising from specific virtual velocities and of the kinetic en-

ergy due to the constraint velocities of the particles.

§ 8. Kinetic energy imparted to a material system by convection.—Suppose

that the kinetic energy X is imparted to the material system through a motion

of the axes XYZ. Suppose moreover that the equations of constraint, when

expressed in terms of the relative coordinates of the particles, do not involve the

time explicitly. Then the velocities (w^x will satisfy the same conditions as the

actual relative velocities of the particles ; in other words, it would be possible for

a particle m. to assume the velocity (w{)x in its relative motion. On the other

hand, the velocities (w¡), being resultants of velocities normal to surfaces to

which the relative velocities are tangential,* it is clear that it would be impos-

* On account of the condition that the equations of constraint expressed in terms of the relative

coordinates do not involve the time explicitly.
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sible for a particle mi to assume the velocity (w;)2 in its relative motion. Hence

the following theorem :

The convective kinetic energy* of a system of particles, when the conditions

of constraint expressed in the relative coordinates do not involve the time ex-

plicitly, is the sum of the kinetic energy arising from certain velocities which

it is possible for the particles to assume in their relative motion, and of the

kinetic energy due to certain other velocities which it would be impossible for

the particles to assume in their relative motion.^

§9. Mechanical interpretation of the function G2.—The results obtained

in the preceding paragraphs will now be applied to the perturbative function

of convective motion.

Let again xi, yi, zi denote the relative coordinates of a particle and let

(36) wi* = <Pi - rVi.    »<„ = rxi - Pzi.    «»*.= PVi - qVi ■

Then X = G

and, since now

' dL dL dL
m.w.  = «—-,,    m.w. = =--,,    m.w. = =-? ,

'   ix      dx. '   ■»      dy *   "     dz.

we shall have in the present case :

W(„,= if^^ = dL
^du\dqk       dq'f

t—1 i i

and the formulas of §§2, 3 yield the following :

(37) G=G,+ G2,
i=» 4=^    e=n plL dL

(38) Gx - \ g »¿«¿i = i L E K sf df '
i=l k=l     e=i Ï/î     le

i=n k=3      e=a

(39) G2 = i £ m¿v>£ - J £ E *>M<I>ÙH<I>.).
'—' 4=1       t=l

which go to show that 6r2, as given by the decomposition of the kinetic energy

G, is nothing else than the third term of the perturbative function of con-

vective motion, so designated before.

*i. e., the kinetic energy imparted to the material system by a motion of the axes XYZ.

t While this theorem, in general, involves an element of indeterminateness, namely the

manifoldness of possible and of impossible velocities, in the applications this indeterminateness

often vanishes ; thus when a particle can move in only one direction, or, on the contrary, when

it can move in every direction but one, the problem of decomposing the kinetic energy is ob-

viously reduced.    See as an illustration the example given in §13, chap. IX.
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Before interpreting these results I make the following remark :—

Let <f)(xx, yx, js,, ■ ■ • , zn , t) = 0 be a condition  of constraint  expressed in

terms of the relative coordinates of the particles and let the function </> become

y (?i > Vi t ?i, ■ ■ ■ t Kn t t) when the absolute coordinates are introduced instead of

the relative.    We consider, as in §1, the two surfaces :

(40) <j>(xx,yx,zx, ■■-,zi_x,    x, Y, z, xHl, ■■■, t) = 0,

(40') f^.tV.t^f-t^-.t    E,n,z,£+i,---,i) = °-

and we find that the variation of the surface (40) in form and position rela-

tively to the axes XYZ imparts to a particle mi an impulse ni^v^'.p ; the vari-

ation of the surface (40') in form and position in absolute space imparts to the

same particle an impulse mjrvjf. Now, at each moment t, the equations (40)

and (40') represent the same surface. Hence, the variation of this surface in

absolute space is equivalent to the combined, (1) variation of the same surface

relatively to the axes XYZ, and (2) its convective motion with the axes XYZ.

The first imparts to the particle mi the impulse m/vjp ; the second imparts to it

an impulse m.(v^(.p ; and it is clear that (vt)(2a) will be the resultant of velocities

(vif? an(l (ví)í'1 • ln *ne ease °f more than one condition of constraint a gener-

alization of the preceding result is readily obtained. We may say therefore

that

The absolute constraint velocity of a particle is the resultant of its relative

and its convective constraint velocities.

A similar proposition holds for the specific virtual velocity of a particle.

In particular, if the equations of constraint expressed in terms of the relative

coordinates of the particles do not involve the time explicitly, then the relative

constraint velocities vanish and therefore the constraint velocity of a particle is

due only to convection.

Now, if we observe that the expressions (36) are the components along the

axes XYZ of the convective rotary velocity of a particle, we may interpret

formula (39) as follows :—

G2 is the kinetic energy of the material system due to constraint velocities

arising from convective rotation.

Note.—It may be well to supplement the geometrical interpretation given

above by the following remark which is suggested by Hansen's method of com-

puting perturbations.

The transformation of coordinates :

(a)

• x. = a{ + aJi + ßixn. + yj.,

yi = hi + aJi + &*% + ?a£ '
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may be effected by the successive steps

(6)

(«0

xi=ai + x.,

Vi = bi + y i »

l *< = ci + *i ;

X; = *J. 4- /3.,í;. 4- 7., f. ,

y,: = °öfi + a^í + ?«&.

The several coefficients entering into these formulas are functions of the time.

A distinct letter for the time in each case will be used, namely t, t , t .

Now, let

(<*) 9(*i. 2/1 > »1. • ■ • »   ». » y» » ». 1 0 = °

be the equation of a constraint expressed  in  terms of the relative coordinates.

Introducing the absolute coordinates by means of (a), equation (d) takes the form :

« /(fu 9n  ?i> I». •»., 6.. «) 0

Introducing the same coordinates into ((/) by the  successive transformations (6)

and (c) we first obtain,

^(¡Bj, yl, s,, • • •,    »„, y,,, zn, t , t) = 0 ,

and next,

(/) «Êfêl lVtl-1 ^ » '     Vn   '     C  '     T '     T '     ¿)   =   0   •

The equations (e) and ( f ) represent the same constraint.

Now it is clear, that by varying the time in (f) only as far as it enters ex-

plicitly and in the form of the letter t we shall impart to a particle the same

constraint velocity as the corresponding variation of the time, so far as it enters

explicitly in the equation (d), would impart to this particle. This constraint

velocity was termed above the relative constraint velocity of the particle. Sim-

ilarly, the variation of the time in ( f ), as far as it appears under the letter

t, will impart to a particle the constraint velocity of convective translation ; and

finally, the variation of the time, as far as it enters in (f) in the form of the

letter t, will impart to a particle the constraint velocity of convective rotation.

The resultant of these velocities is the absolute constraint velocity of the par-

ticle. This resultant would be imparted to the particle directly, by the corre-

sponding variation of the time, as far as it enters explicitly in the equation (e).

On the other hand, by assuming that at a given moment the time under the

respective letters t,r,r became constant in ( f ), we should arrive at the notion
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of the relative specific virtual velocity of a particle and of the specific virtual

velocities of convective translation and of rotation respectively. We should

also find that the resultant of these velocities is the absolute specific virtual

velocity of the particle, i. e., the absolute velocity which this particle would as-

sume if the time, as far as it enters explicitly in equation (e), became constant at

the considered moment.

CHAPTER  IX.

Decomposition of the Kinetic Energy of a Solid Body.    Mechanical

Interpretation of the Function  G2.

§1. Specific virtual velocity and constraint velocity of a solid body.—Let

t). be the velocity of the body along the parameter vi and let S denote the

kinetic energy of the body due to these velocities, i. e., let

a)   • *=hi:i:wJ-

I remark, as in the preceding chapter, that the velocity t). of the body along the

parameter vi may be considered as the resultant of the velocity (d^ which the

body would have along the same parameter if at the considered moment the

time, as far as it enters explicitly into the equations of constraint, became con-

stant ; and of the velocity (ti;)., imparted to the body along the parameter ni by

the variation of the time as far as it enters explicitly in these equations. I shall

call (ti-X the specific virtual velocity and (ü;)2 the constraint velocity of the body

along the parameter -n. .*

It may be remarked, as in the preceding chapter, that the velocities (v.)x

satisfy the conditions :

(2) o-E»!^; (*=i,2,.•-,,),

while the impulses (dX/dv^)2 imparted to the body by the variation of the time,

as far as it enters explicitly in the equations of constraint, must have the form

£ Xßyfrjdr)., so that we can write :

(3) f^)2=(^)2=£^ ('-!.». -.•)■

* Unless explicitly stated otherwise the parameters r¡x, ■ ■ ■, Ve define the position of the body

with regard to any system of axes, fixed in space or moving.
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§2. Decomposition of the kinetic energy of a solid body.—It follows from

(2) and (3) that

(4) o = ££ii,(I,i),(^.)2,
(=1   j=\

and consequently,

1=6     ,/=6 1=6     J=6 1=6     J=6

E E w> =YjY. p<fi¡k<?¡k + HH ^(»i)Ä ;
{=1     j=l t=l     j=l i=l     j=l

or, if we put

(5)      ^=î:î: ^x^x. • ?2=e Ê ^^x,
t=i j=i 1=1 j=i

and take into account formula (1),

(6) X = Xl + X2.

We have thus arrived at the following theorem :

The kinetic energy of a solid body, subject to conditions of constraint in-

volving the time explicitly, is the sum of the kinetic energy of the body arising

from the specific virtual velocities and of the kinetic energy due to the con-

straint velocities.

§3. Exjjressions of (oj,, (v{)2, Xl, X2 ■—To determine these, put

(?) ^ = ttwt>

(8) *(W = fU^
q1, q2,  ■ ■ ■ being the independent Lagrangian coordinates of the body.

It is readily seen, by means of (2) and (3) that *

dv.

From these s equations we derive :

** - Ï>fc»WO (*=1,2,

* The six equations (3) solved with respect to (n,),;, • • ■,  (d6)2 give

4=s    i=
dipk

(30 (*)»=£ VîUf^ (i = l, 2, •■■, 6)
4=1    J=l °'l>
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Substituting these expressions of the X;. in (3) and (3) we obtain :

(i=l,2,--,6),

(10) (Vùî = £ £ £ **$K*ùMi> In (»• = !' 2.'". «) •
fal      4=1     ,=l 'j

To determine the velocities (vt)x I observe that the conditions (2) will  be

satisfied by giving to (x>t)x the form :

4=fl fa

ai) «.-£".$;•

It remains therefore to determine the pk .    For this we have :

fal      fal "ï/fc e=l ''ï/s

and consequently,

^) = ££^(ü¿) ^ = £/xa,    (*=i,«,-,/.),
i=i   j=i "a*       c=i

6ie being defined in §3, chap. VI.    From the last ¡i equations we derive

f^^ySJ^" (* = i. 2- •■■,/');
f=l

and substituting these expressions of the /aä in (11), we obtain :

(12) to" 2 2*1*" |? (i = l,2,...,6).
4=1     c=l I<

By means of (9) and (12) we now find without difficulty that

(i3) ^ = iEE^(i*'-
fc=l     e=l

(14) £2 = 1 £ E ***(+•)«(*) •
4=1     e=l

§4. A special case.—In particular, let v. = dvjdt = -n'..    Then

dT dilr,
x=t,  «»-^-a,   ^,) = --f;

and the results of §6, chap. VI, are obtained in a new form which lends itself

more readily to a mechanical interpretation.    Put
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(15) 1i-(v& + to\*
and we shall then have :

4=n    «=£ rs

(iß) w, = LL^iiv
4=1     e=l le

en) wx--e£e^^^.
ns]     e=l      ft=l 'ft

simultaneously with the formulas :

(18) T=Tl+T2,

1=6    ,i=6

(19) ?W V V ^:),(^), - j £ £ s-m .
=i ¿=i

(20) t2 = |. £ £ ^;)^;>s = j £ £ *„ ^ ^.
t=i j=i 1=i «=i

The mechanical interpretation of these formulas follows immediately from the

theorem enunciated in §2 ; in fact the only change in its formulation necessary

to apply it in the present case is the substitution of T for X.

§5. New expressions for formulas (13) and (15) of chap. VT. As in the

preceding chapter another proof of the theorem of §2 may be given, on the

strength of the formulas of chap. VI ; although the present demonstration does

not yield a mechanical interpretation of the results as readily as the one previ-

ously given, it has the advantage of being more rigorous.

We have seen in chap. VI, that in the case of a solid body we may write :

(21) X = (Xi),+ (X¡)2,

where

(22) (^ = 11^'^
4=1      e=l V'lk

(23) (X,.)2 = £ £ £ *A2(W ^.
71=1      c=l      À-=l 'ft

These expressions show that

(24) g^X^-0, (*=!,»,...,.),

and consequently,

(25) lf#A = û-
1=1       }=l

Therefore
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i—fi      ?=6 i=6       ;'= 6 i=Q       ?—6

E E *vW=E E «¿*3« + E E
¡=i fai ¡=i ;=i i=i j=i

(26) ■ E E «¿*3« + i:i: ^)Ä,
and

-6     j=f> k=fi     e=fi

(27) E E «.(^ = E E aje« *■»,
i=l     j=l k=l     e=l

(28) £ E ^)Ä = E E ^,^(^,)^(^)

§6. Another proof of the theorem of §2.—Let u; again denote the velocity

of the body along the parameter ni and let us put A". = o. ; let also X, Wk),

S8(i|r7) be defined, as before, by (1), (7), (8). Applying formula (21) of the

preceding paragraph, we shall have :

(29) »«-(«&+(»&.

where, according to (22) and (23),

4=fi     ,=IX ¿)v

(30) w^EEví-
fc=l     e=l Uilh

}i—ñ    ft=s    e=« ¿)'\}r

(31) (t02 = i:i:i: %,MM^) ~ •
«=i    4=1   «=1 <JVn

At the same time, by (26),

E ^^j^i: 2j*¿*ui(*j)i + E IXOvM»,),,
or, in the notation (1) and (5) ,

T = T   -U T  .

which is the formula (6) of § 2 and expresses the theorem as there enunciated.

Formulas (30) and (31) are identical with formulas (12) and (10).

§ 7. Kinetic energy imparted to a solid body by convection.—Suppose that

the kinetic energy X is imparted to the body by a motion of the invariable sys-

tem XYZ. Suppose moreover that the equations of constraint, when ex-

pressed in terms of the relative coordinates of the body, do not involve the time

explicitly. Then the velocities (v¡)x will satisfy the same conditions as the

actual relative velocities of the body ; in other words, it would be possible for

this body to assume the velocity (o;), in its relative motion. On the other hand,

it is clear that it would be impossible for the body to assume the velocity (ti.)2 in

its relative motion, on account of the condition that the equations of constraint
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expressed in terms of the relative coordinates of the body  do  not  involve the

time explicitly.    Hence the following theorem :

The convective kinetic energy X of a solid body, when the conditions of

constraint expressed in terms of the relative coordinates do not involve the time

explicitly, is the sum of the kinetic energy Xx arising from a certain motion

which would be possible relatively to the axes XYZ, and of the kinetic energy

X2 due to a certain other motion which it woidd be impossible for the body to

assmne relatively to these axes.*

§8. Mechanical interpretation of the function G,.—I will now apply the

results of the preceding paragraphs to the perturbative function of convective

motion.

We have found in §6, chap. IV, that nl, • • •, r¡6 being the six parameters

defining the relative position of a solid body we shall have :

(32) G-^fTMdLdL

If we take
f=*        p)L

(33) Ü;=E^.'

this expression of  G will become :

(34) £=èEÊW/>
¡=1   i=\

and the formulas of §§2, 3 are immediately applicable.    Thus, we shall have

first

and further, «

(35) G=G, + G2,

1=6      J=6 i=6       ¿=6 / ?Tj\    / ?Tj\

4=fi    e=w P/T, dL

^ = ŒE^»=iEE^(g)2(^)2

(36)

(37)
j /2

* See the second footnote on p. 150 and Example, §13, chap. IX.
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These formulas show that G2 is nothing else than the third term of the pertur-

bative function of convective motion, so designated before.

We have moreover arrived at the following mechanical interpretation * of

the function G2 :

G2 is the kinetic energy of the solid body due to constraint velocities arising

from convective rotation.

§9. A slightly different form will now be given to the results of the preceding

paragraph.

Let A be a point rigidly connected with the solid body. We know that the

motion of the body may be decomposed into a translation of the point A and a

rotation about this point. Let vu be the velocity of A and let a> represent both

the instantaneous axis and the angular velocity of rotation of the body. It is

clear that we may apply to va and to co the principle of decomposition into specific

virtual and constraint velocities as we have applied it to the velocities v¡ before.

In this manner u> will be now the diagonal of a parallelogram constructed on

(a>)x and («).,, where (co)x represents both the specific virtual angular velocity

and the specific virtual instantaneous axis of rotation of the body, while (cb)2

stands for both the angular constraint velocity and the instantaneous constraint

axis of rotation of the body. The meaning of these terms is clear from the

explanation and use of similar terms on previous occasions. Namely, (co)l would

be obtained if the time, as far as it enters explicitly in the equations of con-

straint, became constant at the moment considered, while (co)2 arises from the

variation of the time as far as it enters explicitly in these equations.f

§10. In particular, let us now consider the convective rotation of the solid

body. Constraint velocities arise from divers sources, as was pointed out in

§9, chap. VIII. We are here concerned only with those arising from convective

rotation.:}: Let therefore co, (tu)1, (<w)2 represent respectively : the angular

velocity and instantaneous axis of convective rotation, the specific virtual an-

gular velocity and specific virtual instantaneous axis of convective rotation, the

angular constraint velocity and instantaneous constraint axis of convective ro-

tation.    Then

(38) G -/.•»,     Ol - /„,(•)»,     G2 = I„2(o>)l,

where Ia, Ia , 1^ denote the moments of inertia of the body with regard to

the instantaneous axes m , (a>)x, (a>)2 respectively, and we shall have :

(39)_ iy = jy-»); + £,k •
*See $9 of the preceding chapter.

f See Note at the close of the preceding chapter.

i Convective translation and the explicit appearance of the time in the equations of constraint

expressed in terms of relative coordinates also give rise to constraint velocities.
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It is clear that the three axes <o, (to),, (<a)2 lie in the same plane and pass

through the same point ; but this point does not generally coincide with the

origin of the axes XYZ about which the convective rotation of the body takes

place.

When the body can rotate freely about a point on the instantaneous axis a>,

or about the origin of the axes XYZ, it is obvious that the angular velocity

(co)2 vanishes and (o>), coincides with tu. Therefore, in these cases G = ir, and

G2 = 0 .    Thus we have found again the theorem of §3, chap. VII.

§11. If we assume that the equations of constraint expressed in the relative

coordinates of the body do not involve the time explicitly, it is clear that a ro-

tation about the axis (&>), would be possible in the relative motion of the body,

while it would be imj>ossible for this body to rotate about the axis (<b), in its

relative motion.    Hence, we may say that

When the conditions of constraint expressed in the relative coordinates of

the body do not involve the time explicitly, then G., is the kinetic energy of the

body due to convective rotation about an axis about which relative rotation

woidd be impossible.

§12. Let E stand for the ellipsoid of inertia of the body at the point

of intersection of the three axes &>, (<a),, (<a)2. It is obvious from (39) that

the axis (t»)2 lies in a plane conjugate to the direction (co), with regard to the

ellipsoid E, and similarly that the axis (<u), lies in a plane conjugate to the

direction (a>)2   with regard to the same ellipsoid.

If the direction of either (tu), or («u)., be that of an axis of the ellipsoid E,

the instantaneous axes (&>), and (to)2 are at right angles to each other.

In this connection the following remark may be in place. Let o be the origin

of a system of axes a,, a.,, a., whose directions form a conjugate system with

respect to the ellipsoid of inertia of the body at the point o . If il denote the

angular velocity of rotation of the body in magnitude and direction, and

íi,, Í1 , i!3 the components of Í1 along the axes er,, a2, a3 ; if moreover

7", I , L , L be the moments of inertia of the body about the axes il,

a,, «2, a.¿ ; then the kinetic energy of rotation of the body about the point o

will be

(40) 1/^=^(7^ + 7^4-/^).

When the directions «,, a.,, a3 are those of the axes of the ellipsoid of inertia,

and X,, X.,, X., denote the cosines of the angles which Í! forms with these axes,

the expression (40) assumes the well-known form :

(4i) j /0n* = 3(7 x; + i xi + /x^o«.
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Applying this remark to the case under discussion, when the convective rota-

tion of the body alone is considered, so that A Ia£l2 = G, we arrive at the fol-

lowing conclusions :

If the body in its relative motion rotates about two axes a2 and a3 whose

directions are conjugate with respect to the ellipsoid E, then G2 is the kinetic

energy of convective rotation of the body about the axis ax conjugate to a2 and

a3.    Denoting by <o' the component of m along the axes ax we shall have

If the body in its relative motion is prevented from rotating about two

axes a, and «3 whose directions are conjugate with respect to the ellipsoid E,

then Gx is the kinetic energy of convective rotation of the body about the axis

ax conjugate to a2 and a3 and we shall have

As an illustration let us apply these results to an example.

§] 3. Example. Sire's gyroscopic pendulum.—The pendulum consists of a

shaft OQ, a ring R, and a tore T, the latter revolving about a diameter of the

ring.    The pendulum swings about a horizontal axis ab which forms a fixed

^■x

o'

(u)    \z

angle ^7r — a with 00', a horizontal line of fixed length. The whole apparatus

revolves about the vertical axis SS' with the angular velocity a>. The axes

XYZ and their origin O will be selected as on the adjoining figure. The

three axes MÇ (of the tore), O M (of the shaft) and O Y (or ab) are a tright

angles to each other. Denote by C and A respectively the axial and equatorial

moments of inertia of the tore, by 6 the angle between the axis OM and the

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 11
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vertical OZ, and by N the point of intersection of the axes Mt, and OZ.

Draw NL parallel to the axis OM.

The tore rotates about two axes, one being its physical axis and the other

perpendicular to the plane ZOM. Hence (a>)x lies in the plane which passes

through M%. We thus obtain the point A^as the intersection of a> and (a>)x.

Now, the directions of NÇ and of the line perpendicular to the plane Z OM be-

ing the directions of two axes of the ellipsoid of inertia of the tore at N, and

these axes being at the same time those about which the relative rotation of the

tore takes place, G2 will be the kinetic energy of convective rotation of the

body about the third axis of the ellipsoid, namely the line NL.

The moment of inertia of the body about this line being (md 2tg26 -f A) ,

where m is the mass of the tore and d = OM, and, on the other hand, the com

ponent of a> along the line IN being tu cos 6, we shall have :

G, = | (md2 sin2 0 + A cos2 0)a>2.

CHAPTER  X.

Other Methods of obtaining the Differential Equations

of Relative Motion.

§1. Differential equations of absolute motion.—The position of a material

system with regard to the axes H HZ , fixed in space, will be given when its

position relatively to the moving axes XYZ and the motion of the latter rela-

tively to the axes H HZ are given. Hence, assuming that the motion of the axes

XYZ is known, the system of coordinate parameters may be considered as

defining the absolute as well as the relative motion of the material system.

From this point of view relative motion and the differential equations defining

it constitute in no way a theory of their own. In fact, to define the relative

motion we may simply make use of the differential equations of absolute mo-

tion. Thus, if T(a) denote the kinetic energy of the material system due to its

absolute motion, we shall have the differentia] equations of Lagrange :

.,      dF"~>        dpf     diT™ + U)

and those of Hamilton-Jacobi :

(2)

dpf dH™       dqk     dm
dt dqk   '        dt        dpf

h^ = J^p<;X.-T">- u
(* = 1, 2, ••-, ?),
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which, on integration, give the g1,, • • •, q^ as functions of t and 2/u, arbitrary

constants, thus solving the problem of relative motion.

§2. Lagrange' s equations for relative motion derived from the equations of

absolute motion.—It will now be shown how the differential equations of chaps.

I, II may be obtained from the equations (1) and (2). 1 will introduce two new

functions, namely,

(3) N= £ m.(v0x. 4- v^Vi 4- Vj) = Mo0rc cos (vQ, rc),

(4) T^=\Mv\,

where v0 denotes the velocity of the origin of the axes XYZ, while rc, M as

before denote the radius vector of the center of inertia and the total mass of the

material system respectively.    It can be easily verified that

dX
(5) rw = 7"> 4- K+ L 4- G 4- T0 4- -^ .

Now, since the functions X, G and T0 do not involve the derivatives q[, ••■,¿,

and moreover since

dX     dX     £2;   ,dX
(6) ^í=^+E?"%¡'
and therefore

d /dx\_dx

i \ h'\dt )- dq,f
it will be seen that

Pk hi   - h'X        +       +   dt )-^+ dqk

Hence

dpk     ¿(f) 4- U)      d/dX\

dt ' dqk ~ dt\ dqk ) '

But it can be readily shown that

d(dN\_dL(dN\

{ dt \ dqk )~ dqk\dt )'

and therefore the preceding equation takes the form :

¿h^-Lfrv.Tj    dN\     djTV + L+U,)
dt  ~ dqk\ +  U dt J"  ' dqk

the function 70 not involving the qv, • • •, q„ . The function Ux has the same

meaning here as in chap. I.
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Thus equations (10') of chap. I have been deduced from equations (1) of

this chapter.

Proceeding in like manner when the real forces have no potential function»

equations (10), chap. I may be obtained from the following equations of abso-

lute motion :
d T^ (7r>i"'>        d T(">

§ 3. Hamilton-Jacobi's equations derived from the equations of absolute

motion.—Passing to the canonical equations (2) I remark that

4=n t=n ¡)j^ i-n ¿)]y

^<a, = Etó + E^ + E¿VA-
4=1 4=1        lh /.=1 lit

dN
_ JW-K- L-G-T0--^-U,

or, since'

that

^HdL   , l^dN ,     dN    dN

*=>» 3 at

h^=2 a?; - T{r) -v1-\-1}f-T9.
4=1

Introducing into this expression the variables p% , • • ■, p^ in lieu of the px, ■ ■ ■, pß,

it will become :

(11) H^ = ®x-Ux-X-dft-TQ,

©j having the same meaning as in chap. II.

Now, in the equations (2), H{,l) is a function of the pxu>, ■ ■ ■, p^ , whereas in

(11) it is a function of the pt, • • • ,'p , Denoting by the symbol [ ] that the

function inside the brackets is expressed in terms of thepx, p2, • • •, we shall

have :

3W%* = d\H™\v _ ^H d[H"%M ±(àN_\

%* hk      h   dP{?   dqXdqJ

sqk

_^ , d / dN\

d\H«*]v _   d ^a     3JY     ¿(6, - Ux - X)        d(dN\

d%   ~ d9k 4fq' dq< " d%        ~ dq>.- \dt )y

and therefore, by (2),

* See formulas (2), chap. II and (8) of this chapter.
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But

Hence

dpf ¿>(Q, - ¿7, - X)      ?_(dN\     "
~dt   ~ dqk ~ + dqk\dt)'

dpw_<fyk     d (3N\     3ph      d(dX\

~df '' = ~dt + diydqf ) ~ Ht + dqk\dt ) '

dh_       d(®1-U1-X)
dt  ~~ dqk tfc_1' "'

At the same time, as is readily seen from (2) and (11),

dqk     d(®l - UY - X)

dt= 3pk
(*=1, 2,

These 2/x equations are identical with the canonical system (6), chap. TI.

When the real forces have no potential function, the system of differential

equations (4), (5) may be obtained in like manner from the following equations

of absolute motion :

(12)

dpf d®(a)      irvB, dqL     d®(a)

4=J¿

©w= v^Wû-;- /w.

§4. Gilbert's method.—Ph. Gilbert * has indicated an exceedingly simple

way of obtaining Lagrange's equations of relative motion. It is based on the

remark that by adding the function Kto the potential Uvie may assume that

the origin of the axes XYZ is fixed in space. Then T(a> becomes what has

been denoted by 72 in chap. I, and the differential equations of (absolute) motion

will be :

d (dT2\     d(T2+ U+ K)

(£)-
(* = 1, 2, ■",/•).

dt \ dq'k J dqk

which are equivalent to the equations (10'), chap. I, as was there explained.

§5. While Gilbert restricted himself to Lagrange's equations it is easy to see

how his method may be applied to the canonical system of Hamilton-Jacobi.

In fact, if we put

H^f.M'k-T-t-iU+Ii),
4=1

where, again,

* Mémoire sur l'Application de la méthode de Lagrange, etc.    Part I, §1.
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we shall arrive at the canonical system of differential equations :

„„, dp. dH        dq,.     dH,

and it is readily seen that

(14) H2 = ®x-Ux-\.

To show this, I remark that

4=(i m  jr

k=\ k=\ *k

= T,Pkq'k + L-\-T2-U-K
4=1

4=1

Introducing the variables px, ■ ■ ■ , p^ into this expression, £ pk q'k — T(r) will

become what has been denoted by ®x, and H2 will assume the form (14).

Equations (13), (14) are identical with equations (6), chap. II.

CHAPTER  XI.

Some remarks concerning the Differential Equations of Lagrange

and of Hamilton-Jacobi.

§1. We have seen in chapter I that the fictitious forces of Coriolis give rise

to two classes of terms in the expression of Qk. One class can be expressed as

the derivatives with regard to the qk of a function (K -\- G) of the variables

qx, q2, ■ ■ ■, qß , t; while the other is capable of being thrown into the form :

dL      d (dL\

dqk       dV

L being a function of qx, q2, • ■ ■, q^; q[ , q2, ■ • •, q^; t. That part of Qk ,

therefore, which is due to the fictitious forces of Coriolis may be omitted if, in

exchange we add the function K + G to the potential of the real forces and at the

same time add the function L to the kinetic energy Tlr) of relative motion. This

in fact is the way in which we derived equations (9) and (10) from (1) in chap. I.

In general, let the equations :

d dT    dT     „
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define the motion (absolute or relative) of a material system.    It is clear that

any part of   Qk such that it may be thrown into the form :

dV      d dV

hk ~ dt dqk '

V being a function of q1, • • •, q^ ; q[, • ■ •, q' ; t, may be omitted if in ex-

change we add the function V to the function T in (1). We thus arrive at

the extended notion of a force function as introduced into mechanics by Scher-

ing.*    Namely, if the forces F{ are such that

t=S / ~  $®i       r, h-       „   dz. \      dV      d dV

V being a function oí ql, ■ ■ •, q^ ; q[ , • ■ ■, q'^ ; t, then Lagrange's equations

will take the form :

_ d(T+ V) dpk _ d(T+ V)

P"~        dq'h        ' dt   -        dqk (*=1,2. ■■■,?)■

§2. From the above it follows that

If the function V satisfies the conditions :

dV      d dV     n

(3) 3qk--dtM=^ (»-».».-:">.

then we may add or subtract this function from T without in any way affect-

ing the motion of a material system given by the differential equations :

d dT      dT

dt dq'k ~  dqk ~ "* '

In fact such an operation is equivalent to the introduction of vanishing forces.

§3. As seen from formulas (7) and (9) of the preceding chapter, the function

dNjdt satisfies the conditions (3). We may therefore, without affecting in any

way the motion of the given system, add dNjdt to 7W in the equations (10) or

(10') of chap. I, or subtract dNjdt from 7(,) in the equations (1) of chap. X.

The first of these operations gives :

* Abhandlungen der Kgl. Oes. d. Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, vol. 18, ¿§16-18.

The force function of Scheeing is defined hy the equation :

(20 Lw-^-sSS**.
where «¡ has the same meaning as in this paper, while r¡ stands for Vxi 4- yl 4- zt.    The ¡i equa-

tions (2) are equivalent to equation (2').

It is hy means of Schkeing'S extended notion of a force function that Kameelingh-Onnes

derived the equations (10') of chap. I and (6) of chap. II.
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or, as is obvious,

If the real forces have a potential function U,

dpf     d(T^+U)
{) ~dT = dqk •

These are exactly the equations (1) of chap. X. The second operation, as may

readily be seen, will change equations (4) or (5) of this chapter into equations

(10) and (10') of chap. I.

Thus, the remark of §2 enables us to pass at once from the equations of abso-

lute motion to those of relative motion and vice versa.

§4. In a similar way can be brought forth the connection between the can-

onical systems (6) of chap. II and (2) of chap. X.

In fact, in equations (2) of chap. X we may subtract dNjdt from T(a) with-

out in any way affecting the motion.    Thus we shall have :

o\_    dill       dqk_dir_
{  ' dt~ dqk  ' dt ~   dpk '
because now -,    , -, A7-,

*       K \ dt )- P* '
and as to H', it will be

*■-**&'"-%)-'*+%-à

= E fcfli - T(r) -L-T0-Ux
k

k

= ©i _ Ux-\.

Here we may neglect the term T0, as derivatives of H' with respect to qk and pk

only enter into (6) and H' is expressed as a function oí qx, • ■ ■ ,qIL;   px, ■ ■ •,

Hence, as anticipated, equations (6) are identical with the system (6) of chap. II.

Conversely, by adding dNjdt to T(r) we can obtain from equations (4), (5),

(6) of chap. II the system (2) of chap. X, or a corresponding system for the

case when the real forces do not have a potential function.
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§5. If, considering again, more generally, the case of any motion, as expressed

by the equations (1) of the present chapter, we apply the remark made in §1 to

the canonical system :

dp, dH        dq,      dH _
dt-~Jqk'       ~dt=dp~k (*-l,»,•••,*),

H=Y,Pk9'k-T-U,
4

we shall obtain for the generalized force function of Schering the canonical

system of differential equations in the following form :*

d(T + V) *="
Pk = l ¿   '   H= EÄ<?; " T~ F;

dp, dH       dqk      dH

~dt=--dq-k'      ~dt=dffk (* = 1, «,;■•,*).

§6. Throughout this paper, whenever Lagrangian coordinates were introduced,

it was assumed that they formed an independent system, i. e., the number ¡x of

such coordinates was equal to the degree of freedom of the material system. It

is needless to say that to define the relative position of this system a number

p' > ¡j. of coordinates could be chosen, but then certain Lagrangian factors due

to the reactions of some or all of the constraints would have to be introduced in

the differential equations of motion. Putting f¿' = fi 4- v it would only be

necessary to add the functions :

to Ç(,0),  • • •,   Q}^ , ■ • ■ ,   Q}$ respectively in the equations (1) chap. I and (1)

chap. II.

A similar change would be necessary in the equations of motion of a solid

body.

* Schering, loe. cit.


